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Editorial

Statistics from last year’s Kenya National
Housing and Population Census shows that
the country is largely energy poor. Kenyan
households, particularly those in rural areas, predominantly depend on energy from
biomass sources: wood fuel, dung and
agricultural waste as well as fossil fuels. Despite the setbacks, notable efforts are being
made by both the public and private sectors
to promote access by households and industry to clean and efficient modern sources
of energy.
Access to energy has a bearing on lives
and livelihoods and greatly impacts every
sphere of life from the basic level of food
availability to the more complex commercial
and industrial landscapes. Yet, according
to the United Nations, energy as the major
contributor to climate change accounts for
60% of the global greenhouse gas emissions.
With the right kind of business support,
increased demand for renewable energy
products and an enabling environment, renewable energy enterprises have the ability
to thrive and create sustainable jobs while
contributing to the economy and abatement
of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
In this issue of our quarterly Live Green
Magazine, various writers and contributors have shed light on Kenya’s renewable energy landscape: What has been
achieved, the available options in the
market as well as the policy landscape
and how it has shaped Kenya’s renewable energy agenda.
The discussions herein further broaden
in the view of Africa achieving renewable energy sustainability in this century.
You will read about the intricate links
between renewable energy technologies
and the end users and how, with the
right tools, technologies and support, a

thriving renewable energy industry can
be achieved.
The conversation around renewable energy
also takes into account the inclusion of both
youth and women. The youth are often the
drivers of innovation while women suffer the
brunt of energy poverty when they have to
spend so much time sourcing for fuel that
ends up hurting their health and reducing
their time for economic productivity.
Renewable energy solutions also offer a
wider access to economic opportunities
for the rural communities. The use of solar
products for instance lengthens the duration
of economic activity into the night as it offers
a sense of security in off grid areas.
Vincent Ogaya,
Editor and KCIC Communication,
Learning and Reporting Officer.
You can contribute an article in the subsequent publications; Send in your 500 – 550
words article to communication@kenyacic.
org. The article may be edited to fit our
editorial guidelines. Live Green magazine
is distributed online for free to thousands
of KCIC subscribers, partners and clients.
To run an advertisement on the publication,
send in your inquiry with the information you
wish to advertise on info@kenyacic.org
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One-on-one with
Community Shelter Works

How would you define renewable
energy?
Of late, scientists have been struggling to
find new ways and means of generating
renewable energy. Science defines energy
as capacity for doing work (Khan Academy).
Renewable energy, therefore, is one of the
sources of energy that does not become
depleted, and does not pollute the environment. Some sources of non-renewable
energy are coal, biomass, fossil fuels, etc.
Sources of renewable energy are solar,
wind, geothermal, hydro, waves, battery
chemical, etc.
Does renewable energy take any forms?
These sources produce energy in the form
of light, heat, electricity, chemical force and
mechanical force. Among these forms, electricity is the most versatile because it can be
transformed into many other forms such as
light and heat. It can also cause magnetism
in a motor to rotate and produce mechanical
force, which drives most machines.
What is the relationship between
renewable energy and climate change?
Using a nonrenewable source of light, heat
or electricity produces a byproduct known
as Green House Gas (GHG), mostly in
the form of Carbon dioxide. The presence
of GHG in the atmosphere weakens the
Ozone layer, making it incapable of protecting the earth from receiving sharp sun
rays, and therefore increasing atmospheric
temperature. Therefore, adopting the use of
renewable energy is protective to the environment and the climate in general because
there is no release of GHG.

Bernard Mucheke is a director at Community Shelter Works
Ltd. Community Shelter Works have invented a clean fuelless
generator that is battery operated. This means that the generator does not have any input but it still yields energy. Bernard
discusses renewable energy in the lens of the 21st Century
and its future prospects.
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Is Africa uptaking renewable energy?
In the last 10 years, many countries have
invested in solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal, increasing renewable energy generation from 20% to 60% (IRENA).
Is renewable energy accessible enoogh?
About 80% generation of renewables is
undertaken by the governments, or by the
Independent Power Producers (IPPs) who
sell the power to National Utilities. Only a

few individuals, however, can afford solar
panels to service water heaters, fridges,
home lighting and phone charging. Poverty
and lack of space makes rural communities
and low income urban informal settlements
go without clean electricity. Different companies however are currently coming up with
cheaper options that we hope will be more
available to households.
What is the place for mobile mini-grids?
Well, the advantage of this is that Generated Electric Current has to be transformed
from Direct Current (DC) to Alternate Current (AC). The cost of transmission from the
source to the user is also relatively high and
AC can not be stored, thus incurring a lot of
wastage. Mobile mini-grids can also not be
transported while in operation. It is also not
instant and often the energy output depends
on the geographical situation.
How is your new innovation breaking
these barriers?
KCIC has collaborated with us (Community
Shelter Works Ltd (CSW)) and we are in
the process of producing a Clean Energy
Generator (CEG). CSW has already developed a functional prototype that is battery
operated, with a flywheel to determine the
amount of power to be produced, instantly and continuously, eventually delivering
through a selected AC Generator (dynamo). The CEG will provide climate and user
friendly mini-grids to facilitate creation of
employment, income generation and climate
resilient facility to the following target audience: Organized groups to operate lighting
to streets, informal settlements and market
places; Upstream residents to pump water
from rivers and distant downstream dams
by use of pipe lines; Mobile irrigation; Power
for big and small-scale Industries; And selfcharging system, especially for big vehicles.
Your parting shot?
With concerted effort and collaboration, it
takes only days, and not months, to establish the solutions in climate change; and
take charge of Climate Change. The future
is in our hands.
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Looking up towards clean
energy sustainability

How BioAfriq Energy has supported hundreds of farmers to
dry their farm produce using solar energy.
By Doreen Achieng

billion worth of food every year due to
post-harvest losses.
Elizabeth, James’ mother and her friends
began looking for a way to process the
excess produce into flour in order to gain
some profit but purchasing the much needed dryers was an expensive affair in that
they were to be imported from China.
The only option was for them to settle on
solar drying but since it was during the rainy
season it was not possible for them to do
so. James.decided to put his Production Engineering skills to work. That is how the first
dryer was born in 2018.
The fully automated, fortyfeet containerized system is powered by biomass
briquettes and is capable of drying up to
two tons of pumpkin in ten hours. BioAfriq Energy has since innovated and
patented three other briquette fired dryers with a capacity of 100, 250 and 500
kilograms.

A solar-powered dryer for a farmer
in Machakos by BioAfriq Solutions

T

he vast Kapiti plains along Mombasa
road are dotted with wild animals from
the neighboring Nairobi National Park.
Oftentimes giraffes, antelopes, deers and
wildebeests come here in search of food.

This area holds more life than you know,
tucked about 10 kilometers inward is a small
community area called Vota.
This is where BioAfriq Energy Limited company is situated. The company was founded
with an aim of creating green energy solutions. However, it was the desire of a son to
solve a problem for his mother that set the
pace for the great impact the company has
made in tackling post-harvest losses.
The year was 2018.
6
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James watched as his mother and her
friends lost over fifty tons of harvested
pumpkin. The planting season had been
good and she had had a bountiful harvest.
She and her friends had bought the pumpkin seeds from a company that promised
them a market to sell their produce but
when the produce was ready for harvest the
same people were nowhere to be found.
It emerged that several other farmers had
been duped similarly and so the market was
flooded with an influx of similar produce.
The prices therefore dropped.This led to
major post harvest loss for his mother.
This is not unique as Kenyan farmers
across the country lose up to Ksh. 150

five hours to dry when optimized by BioAfriq’s innovation. This means that the same
quantity that is usually dried in a week can
be dried within a day at just an extra cost of
Ksh. 1000 for the biomass fuels.
As this segment of BioAfriq grows, the
company is also selling the biomass fuels
to schools and individuals within Machakos
County that have been using firewood as
cooking fuel. Schools are now able to
access affordable fuel thereby reducing
their costs and cooking more efficiently as
food preparation takes a shorter time while
working in a clean smokeless environment.
The journey has not been easy. The sacrifices to fulfill the purpose for BioAfriq have
been worth every effort, confidence and the
hope for better days for farmers like James’
mother. A time will come when post-harvest
losses will be a thing of the past, and
farmers will truly reap the fruits of their
labor.
dachieng@bioafriqenergy.com

The dryers have a digital control system
for controlling the drying temperatures.
Different products dry best at different
temperatures and so it is best to set the
ideal temperatures for the products being dried. This ensures optimal drying
conditions while maintaining the nutritional value of the end product.
Additionally, the company has innovated
and patented a complimentary heat system
powered by the biomass fuel that optimizes
the use of solar dryers; this enables farmers
to dry their produce in solar dryers despite
weather changes. It also comes with digital temperature controls to ensure optimal
drying conditions in the solar dryers for the
produce being dried.
Farmers and processors are now able to
dry their produce faster and more efficiently
while retaining the nutritional value of the
produce. For instance, Moringa Oleifera
leaves that take two days to dry under a
pure solar dryer now take a maximum of

Biomass briquettes by BioAfriq
being packaged for
transportation
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How renewable energy is
powering rural economies
By Edward Mungai

especially among off-grid regions of Africa
and have been billed as the grid of the future being implemented today. Solar experts
reckon that most African nations have a
high potential to generate large-scale solar
energy given high radiation levels from the
sun throughout the year.

rain-fed agriculture.
According to Global Off-Grid Lighting Association (GOGLA), the global off-grid solar
market stands at $1.75 billion per year, and
lighting up 420 million households worldwide. Never mind the industry is just about
10 years old, yet its bold march has ignited
hope of enabling the world achieve universal electrification by 2030.
Power access is creating opportunities in
remote places and providing job opportunities for workers employed by solar solutions
providers, including technicians.

Several African economies have recently
moved to build utility-scale solar plants, connected to their national grids. Several trends
appear to be transforming the economics of
delivering energy to remote rural customers.

The list includes falling costs of solar equipment and backup storage batteries, Internet
of Things (IoT) which has enabled remote
A string of solar energy investors have set
monitoring and servicing as well as mobile
shop in East Africa and indeed the entire
money that has ensured flexible payment
Subsaharan Africa. Some are deploying
systems for the unpay-as-you-go services
banked village popuwhere clients pay for
lation. Lastly, prouse of home solar
For
long,
most
off-grid
duction of energy
systems as a service
until the full cost of the
remote villages had little efficient appliances,
LEDs, TVs, fridges,
equipment is recovered
energy
options
outside
has meant these
upon which users assuappliances deliver
dirty fuels like...
me ownership. Paysimilar services for
|ments are through
mobile money.
The flexible payment plan has allowed
much less energy, favouring low-budget
low-income households to access electricivillage folk.
ty through small payments over a period of
time instead of lump sum payouts, which
The International Energy Agency (IEA) esthe majority cannot afford. Some dealers
timates that 140 million people in Africa will
are even piloting internet-enabled home
gain access to electricity through mini-grids.
solar kits targeting off-grid households.
This would require the installation of 4,000
to 8,000 mini grids a year for the next 25
Another breed of investors is constructing
years.
solar-powered mini-grids to light up villages
not connected to the national grid. A mini
The writer is the CEO of Kenya Climate
grid is a smaller version of the national grid, Innovation Center (KCIC). KCIC offers
complete with a power generating plant and incubation, capacity building and financdistribution lines, but on a smaller scale.
ing options to new business ventures
This technology has helped decentralise
and Kenyan entrepreneurs that are deelectricity to off-grid areas, igniting rural
veloping innovative solutions in agrieconomies ahead of the arrival of the nabusiness, energy, water management,
tional grid.
commercial forestry and waste management to address the challenges of
Mini grids are steadily gaining popularity
climate change.

“

A

frica is witnessing exponential
growth in development and uptake
of renewable energy, also known as
green energy. Besides being environmentally-friendly, renewables
are economically empowering rural families in
the farthest corners of Africa.

For long, most off-grid remote villages had
little energy options, outside dirty fuels like
kerosene lamps and small lead batteries
rechargeable miles away in outpost towns,
subjecting households to endless inconveniences.
Then solar power kits and infrastructure
8
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made inroads into remote hamlets, reducing
energy poverty and improving living standards. Previously closed hamlets started
opening up as people started setting up
electric barber shops, cyber cafes, welding
shops, salons, blended fruit juice enterprises and boutiques.
Also, school-going children could now extend their study deep into the night without
inhaling toxic fumes from kerosene lanterns. More smallholder farmers are equally
turning to solar-powered pumps to irrigate
their farmlands dramatically increasing their
yields, a departure from inefficient traditional
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What new taxation means
for renewable energy in
Kenya

By Ruth Ndegwa

technologies. The use of solar products for
lighting, for instance, enables micro enterprises in the rural communities to extend
their business hours and increase their economic productivity.
With continued demand for electricity
piling more pressure on the national
grid, urban dwellers are also increasingly exploring alternative sources in solar
energy, which leads to increased savings
for households and businesses. In the
urban setups, solar energy is used for
lighting, heating and for other household
and commercial needs such as water
heating.
The Kenya Renewable Energy Association projects a 20% annual increase in
demand for solar water heating driven
by the requirements in the Energy (Solar
Water Heating) Regulations 2012. The
regulations require all premises within
a local authority with hot water needs in
excess of 100 liters per day to install and
make use of solar water heating systems. Coupled with tax exemptions, such
moves have spurred the growth of the
renewable energy sector.

K

enya’s renewable energy landscape has witnessed increased
transformation over the years,
largely driven by favorable government policy that is shifting
towards the provision of affordable, reliable
and sustainable energy.
This has been informed by a number of
factors key among them the need to reach
the energy poor sections of the society,
such as off-grid rural communities and the
urban poor whose lives and livelihoods are
negatively affected as a result of low consumption of renewable energy, coupled with
the use of energy from dirty and polluting
sources such as firewood and kerosene.
A second key factor is the need to protect
the environment by reducing Carbon emis-
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sions as per the government’s commitment
under the Paris Agreement which seeks to
accelerate global efforts towards reducing
greenhouse gas emissions as a means of
combating climate change.
As a country, we have also been compelled
to diversify our sources of energy while
transitioning to modern sources due to
increased population and the government
focus on energy intensive sectors including
manufacturing, agriculture and urban development.
Many rural communities across the country
who are often far off the grids, are now making use of energy from solar, wind and other
clean sources, thanks to ease of access
and affordability of such renewable energy

All the gains that have been harnessed
through diversification of energy sources
are now threatened by proposals contained
in the Finance Bill 2020 which seeks to
amend various laws relating to taxation and
proposes amendments to the Value Added
Tax (VAT) Act 2013 in order to introduce
VAT on equipment used for the development and generation of solar and wind energy. Also, on the radar are taxable goods
for the assembly, manufacture or repair of
clean cookstoves.
While reading the 2020/2021 budget statement in the National Assembly, the Treasury
Cabinet Secretary implored legislators to
pass the new taxation measures arguing,
“whereas these tax incentives are well intended, they have limited the capacity of the
Government to fund critical expenditures.”

The proposed laws are currently being
debated in Parliament and are likely to sail
through by 30th June, just before the Government’s new financial begins in July.

“

As a country, we have also
been compelled to
diversify our sources of
energy...
If passed, the cost of solar and wind generation, as well as that of cookstoves- another
clean energy source- will go through the
roof with the likelihood of lowering the uptake of such products. Already, a number of
health centres, dispensaries and administrative units in remote areas have solar photovoltaic (PV) systems installed to power their
energy needs. Such initiatives are likely to
stall.
Removing tax exemptions for solar and
wind products as well as cookstoves is also
counterproductive at a time when the government has committed under the Energy
Act 2019 to support the development of
renewable technologies in order to replace
fossil fuels.
Just last year, it was Kenya’s pride when
President Uhuru Kenyatta commissioned
Africa’s largest wind power project at Lake
Turkana, further cementing Kenya’s position
as a global leader in renewable energy. The
proposed changes could therefore not have
come at a worse time.
As the chorus for the shift to renewable
energy sources grows louder, we can only
harness the gains so far realized in order
to improve on innovation in technology and
business to spur competitiveness in the sector. The proposed measures will upset such
efforts.
The writer is the Director,
Corporate Services at KCIC
ruth.ndegwa@kenyacic.org
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Solarising the hotel
preservation industry

By Tracy Kimathi

T

This unique diversification of the region’s
tourism industry carries great economic potential within the African hotel sector. It however generates an equally enormous strain
on food waste and energy consumption.
A case example of the weight of this problem could be derived from the South African
hotel-restaurant case study titled ‘’Food
12
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Most systems have a 25-year manufacturer’s guarantee and working life of over 40
years. Furthermore, each solar cold room
one aims to install in your hotel can decrease 30% post-harvest food losses, enable 50% increase in product lifespan and
add a yearly economic benefit of €5,250 for
every 1M3 of cold space.
Tackling food preservation with cooling
Whether a hotel is located in an urban or
off-grid setting, each has a constant need to
store bulk temperature-sensitive goods such
as fruits, vegetables, fish or meat in regulated preservation conditions. The importance
of an efficient cold storage system can
never be overstated. When food is stored
and maintained at the correct temperatures,
the risk of food contamination is drastically
reduced. As you may be aware, cold temperatures slow down the growth of bacteria.

A solar-powered meat
cooling center installed
by TreeSeaMals

he hotel industry in the continent
is quite diversified unlike those in
Eastern and Western economies.
These variations are located within
off-grid Savannah rangelands known
to attract large numbers of tourists within wildlife migration seasons; Off-grid Coastal islands
with outstanding local and international tourism
records during holiday seasons; And of course
we have the Urban hotels that are centred in
accommodating business trip guests throughout
the year.

hotel? No matter what solar technology one
installs, they will start saving on energy bills
immediately and, depending on the system
and the prices charged by local energy providers, one can expect to offset the start-up
costs within four to 12 years.

Waste, South Africa’s Shameful Secret’’ (Oliver, 2015) that claims the total cost of food
Loss throughout the commercial value chain
recorded a whooping R 6.15 billion, equivalent to 2.1% of South Africa’s GDP.
Furthermore, internationally, hotels are
embarking on taking major strides in reducing their carbon footprint, especially within
their energy schemes. This comes after
the announcement by Carbon Trust that on
average regional hotels are responsible for
producing 3.5m tonnes of Carbon emissions
per year that could have been avoided if the
tourism industry reduced its energy bill by
20% through adopting clean energy.
Tacking energy savings with solar
Saving the planet is all well and good but
what return can you expect to make on
making a green investment in a reputable

It is well known that temperatures below
4°C are recommended for chilled food and
cold storage rooms efficiently maintain optimum temperature levels. No restaurant or
hotel wants to deal with problems associated with food poisoning – it could irreparably
damage the reputation of the business.
Available products, or in this case…
Solutions
TreeSeaMals offers sustainably conscious
solutions to hotel owners for them to find a
solar-powered refrigeration system that is
unique to a specific brand. The 100% renewable stand-alone chiller units not only
save money on electricity bills but more importantly enable hotel owners to curb food
loss with renewable energy.
The performance design of these hybrid
units consider energy-efficiency and zero -

emission strategies that can keep remotely
operated technology optimal within relatively
warmer African conditions. TreeSeaMals’
sensing and Iot controls will allow easy
remote monitoring, reduced operation oversight and subsequently lower OPEX cost.
Their designs of recommended cooling
systems considers the following:
1. Roofing set up by single-ply, water-tight
monolithic barriers that minimize air leaks,
thermal loss, and excess moisture penetration.
2. Insulated Sandwich Panels with superb
vapour barriers and hygienic finish. This enables the storage of different commodities
at different cooling temperatures. The value
add on efficiency is to opt for white-coated
PIR cellular foams that encourage thermal
insulation.
3. Flooring for the facility considers concrete
floors which are thermal shock resistant and
are unlikely to experience crack over time
due to its exuberate finishing.
The writer of this article is the founder of
TreeSeaMals.
More information on the Solar Powered
Cold Room technology is available in this
link https://buff.ly/2Yq6my8 or one can visit
https://www.treeseamals.org/.

Oblique-arial view of the
rear of the cooling center
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ena Group of Hotels, GlaxoSmithKline and
Toyota Kenya.

youth are
reaping through climate
resilience

Tell us about yourself and your role at
OFGEN.
I am the Commercial Director at OFGEN
Ltd. My role at OFGEN includes planning,
developing and implementing commercial
strategies that focus on brand development,
identification of new market opportunities as
well as developing and maintaining client
relationships.

What are some of the modern
technologies that you have adopted in your work?
We at OFGEN have adopted the
use of Tier One components such
as JA Modules, SMA inverters
and Tesla Battery Energy Storage
System in the installation and
implementation of our projects.
These components are highly efficient, have longer lifespans and are
relatively maintenance-free hence
ensuring the highest return
on investment for our
clients.

How would you compare the energy
How would we really define renewable
solutions that you provide to other
energy?
energy means that are widely used?
Of late, scientists have been struggling to
At OFGEN we believe that green energy
find new ways and means of generating
is the future of the world. By harnessing
Renewable Energy. Science defines Enerthe power of the sun, we can conserve
gy as “Capacity for doing work”. Renewable
our environment and reduce our Carenergy, therefore, is one of the sources of
bon footprint and energy costs.
energy that does not become depleted, and
does not pollute the environment. Some
Other energy sources commonl used
sources of non-renewable energy are coal,
like to be to beunsustainable, not
biomass, fossil fuels, etc. Sources of renewenvironmentally friendly and expensive
able energy are solar, wind, geothermal,
in comparison to solar.
hydro, waves, battery chemical, etc.

How is your working relationship with
few individuals, however, can afford solar
KCV?
panels to service water heaters, fridges,
One of the key benefits that OFGEN has
home lighting and phone charging. Poverty
reaped from our relationship with KCV is the
and lack of space makes rural communities
training facilitation that it has offered to our
and low income urban informal settlements
staff in key areas such environmental mongo without clean electricity. Different compaitoring and marketing. KCV has also helped
nies however are currently coming up with
us identify areas that we as OFGEN need to
cheaper options that we hope will be more
work on to improve our business models as
available to households.
well as our daily day-to-day operations.

What is the place for mobile mini-grids?
What are the cost implications of
Well, the advantage of this is that Generatadopting your energy solutions?
ed Electric Current has to be transformed
The cost implication for solar power is relfrom Direct Current (DC) to Alternate CurHow did you meet Kenya Climate atively low in comparison to “regular” or
Does this renewable energy come in any rent (AC). The cost of transmission from the
Ventures (KCV)? standard electricity. According to the World
forms?
source to the user is also relatively high and
We met through our Economic Forum (WEF), installing new soThese sources produce energy in the form
AC can not be stored, thus incurring a lot of
relationship with lar panels is cheaper than a comparable inWho are OFGEN and what do they do?
of light, heat, electricity, chemical force and
wastage. Mobile mini-grids can also not be
Strathmore vestment in coal, natural gas or other fossil
OFGEN is a Kenyan based company which
mechanical force. Among these forms, elec- transported while in operation. It is also not
Energy fuel options. Hence by adopting solar as an
prides itself as a professional turn-key entricity is the most versatile because it can be instant and often the energy output depends
energy source, companies in the C&I space
Research
ergy company that offers a broad range of
transformed into many other forms such as
on the geographical situation.
Centre will be able to save money for re-investment
smart energy Solutions for the commercial
light and heat. It can also cause magnetism
(SERC). while reaping the benefits of a more stable
and industrial spaces in Eastern Africa. We
in a motor to rotate and produce mechanical How is your new innovation breaking
and reliable energy source.
have many years of experience in design,
force, which drives most machines.
these barriers?
procurement, construction, financing and
KCIC has collaborated with us (Community
What are some of the challenges that
management of solar projects. We offer
What is the relationship between renewShelter Works Ltd (CSW)) and we are in
you face in the course of your work?
both turn-key and funded solutions. To date,
able energy and climate change?
the process of producing a Clean Energy
They include lack of consumer awareness
we have installed projects with a total caUsing a nonrenewable source of light, heat
Generator (CEG). CSW has already develon solar energy as an alternative source of
pacity of 4.6MW plus 7.9MWh storage and
or electricity produces a byproduct known
oped a functional prototype that is battery
energy, lack of proper government legislaa further 15MW at various stages of develas Green House Gas (GHG), mostly in
operated, with a flywheel to determine the
tion that supports the growth of the solar
opment across Eastern Africa. Our current
the form of Carbon dioxide. The presence
amount of power to be produced, instantenergy sector in Kenya and lack of quality
target capacity moving forward is 10MW
of GHG in the atmosphere weakens the
ly and continuously, eventually delivering
solar products in the Kenya market which
annually.
Ozone layer, making it incapable of prothrough a selected AC Generator (dynahas seen us import materials making the
tecting the earth from receiving sharp sun
mo). The CEG will provide climate and user
implementation of projects very expensive.
What is your driving force?
rays, and therefore increasing atmospheric
friendly mini-grids to facilitate creation of
The inspiration is my passion for environtemperature. Therefore, adopting the use of employment, income generation and climate
What is the encouraging factor when it
mental conservation and reduction of our
renewable energy is protective to the enviresilient facility to the following target audicomes to your work?
Bernard
Mucheke
director at Community Shelter Works
carbon footprint.
Through
solar, I is
amaable
ronment and the climate in general because ence: Organized groups to operate lighting
Clients and members of the public at large
Ltd. Heand
takes
us through
to offer commercial
industrial
clientswhat Renewable Energy is, the benthere is no release of GHG.
to streets, informal settlements and market
who have adopted solar energy have been
and what
his and
organization
is doing to harness and fully
in East Africa efits
with stable,
cheap
clean
places; Upstream residents to pump water
greatly impressed by its reliability, efficiency
optimise
the energy
Community Shelter Works
electrical energy
while assisting
themresources.
to
Is Africa uptaking renewable energy?
from rivers and distant downstream dams
and affordability hence leading to more peohave invented
clean
fuelless generator that is battery operreduce their carbon
footprint aand
negative
In the last 10 years, many countries have
by use of pipe lines; Mobile irrigation; Power
ple becoming open to its adoption.
This means that the generator does not have any input
impact to our ated.
environment.
invested in solar, wind, hydro, and geotherfor big and small-scale Industries; And selfbut it still yields energy.
mal, increasing Renewable Energy Genera- charging system, especially for big vehicles.
How is the future of renewable energy?
Which are some of your major projects?
tion from 20% to 60%.
The future looks very bright, literally, as
One of the major projects that we have
Our team led by Solomon Irungu and Eric Magu caught up with the
Your parting shot?
more people are embracing clean energy
done to date is developing a 1.5 MW with
Is
renewable
energy
accessible
enoogh?
With concerted effort and collaboration, it
Commercial
Director
at
OFGEN,
such as solar as an alternative to fossil fuel.
a 4MWh of Battery Energy Storage System
About 80% generation of renewables is
takes only days, and not months, to estabHence we expect an exponential growth in
Mr. Jibril Omar,
(BESS) at Kaimosi Tea Estate in Western
undertaken by the governments, or by the
lish the solutions in climate change; and
the renewable energy sector in future.
to find out what the company offers
and the challenges
Kenya. Other major companies that we
Independent
Power Producers (IPPs) who
take charge of Climate Change. The future
have implemented projects for include Serthey are facing in the renewable
energy
sell the
powersector.
to National Utilities. Only a
is in our hands.
jibril@ofgen.co.ke
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Exploring biofuels as
green energy sources

By Wanjiku Kimani

Sugarcane yields 4,000 litres of Ethanol per
hectare when grown in Africa. For a sugarcane-ethanol plant to make a significant
change in the use of fossil fuels, it needs to
increase the production of Ethanol for biofuels.
This would need 17,500 hectares of sugarcane plantations. An additional advantage of using sugarcane to produce
Ethanol is that the pulp produced as a
byproduct, bagasse, can be used to generate electricity without additional greenhouse gas emissions. Sweet sorghum
is another underutilised plant which can
yield 3,000 - 6,000 litres of Ethanol per
hectare.

A plant for recycling
plast into fuel by Adarsh
Polymers

O

ne of the biggest challenges of our
age is the reduction of reliance on
fossil fuels and decreasing carbon
emissions. There is an urgent need to not
only explore but also implement the use of
alternative energy sources.

With rapidly depleting oil reserves and the
negative impact of greenhouse gases on
the climate, there are huge incentives for
making alternative energy use a reality.
By using renewable biofuels, we can begin to close the Carbon cycle by recycling
sources of biological origin to create consumable energy.

source of materials to make biofuels.
Oil imports make up a substantial percentage of total imports in many African countries, with 16 countries having 10-15% of
total imports as oil imports. The rising price
of fuel also negatively affects the GDP,
especially in Subsaharan Africa where it
has been found that countries in the region
spend up to 14% of GDP on oil imports.

These facts make domestically grown biofuels an attractive substitute, providing an
environmentally friendly and sustainable
source of fuel. Plants that can be easily
grown in Africa and used to make biofuels
These biofuels which can be used to reduce include sugarcane, maize, sweet sorghum,
reliance on petrol and fossil fuels are bioeth- palm oil and jatropha. By upscaling planting
anol and biodiesel. When looking at how Af- and processing of these plants, Africa can
become a major player in the biofuel prorica can make a positive impact on the use
duction sector.
of biofuels, natural resources are a viable
16
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It uses 11 tons of water per ton of sorghum harvested, compared to 48 tons
for sugarcane making it more environmentally friendly and cheaper to grow. If
Africa could build sorghum-fed Ethanol
plants close to fields to reduce transport
costs, local production would increase
thus resulting in positive economic and
environmental outcomes.
For biodiesel, jatropha is a largely unexplored source of biodiesel in Africa. There
have been previous attempts by various
countries to implement jatropha processing but many have failed. Some countries,
however, such as Egypt and Zimbabwe are
showing an upward trend when implementing sustainable processing plants. Jatropha
is an excellent option for biodiesel production because it survives in low-rainfall areas
and does not require high amounts of fertilizers and pesticides.
African leaders need to take the steps necessary to ensure we take advantage of
these plants to produce renewable energy.
A concrete effort from government and private stakeholders will boost Africa’s contribution to the fight against climate change.
wkimani1989@gmail.com

Two technicians at work
at the Adarsh Polymers
plant
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Renewable energy and industrialisation: Focus on
SMEs

By Christine Mwangi

role in driving an industrialisation goal which
in turn results in economic growth characterised by increased production, more job
opportunities, better incomes, increased
innovation and advancement and reduced
dependence on other economies (reduced
spending on imports).
Fossil fuels have served the population for
many years and created the convenience
we all seem to enjoy and are almost dependent on. Paradoxically, generation of clean
energy to some extent relies on fossil fuels
either directly or indirectly through production of equipment (e.g. solar panels and
wind turbines), installation, operation and
maintenance of renewable energy power
plants. Renewable energy has significant
GHG mitigation potential when generated
and used efficiently.
Developed countries lead the pack in
promoting the use of “clean energy”
after experiencing explosive economic
growth from “dirty energy”. It therefore
seems unfair and unrealistic to expect
developing countries to rely on “clean
fuels” to achieve an ambitious industrialisation dream. This is a subject that
can sustain a lively debate from sunrise
to sunset, but we all need to agree that
industrialisation should not be pursued
at the expense of the environment and
consequently the society.
For developing countries with abundant renewable energy resources, the opportunity
to industrialise lies in “cleaning” the world,
enhancing energy security and improving
their balance of payments deficits in relation
to fossil fuel related imports.

K

enya is a renewable energy resource rich in solar, geothermal,
wind, hydro and biomass with
potential to harness tidal energy.
Currently, 70% of Kenya’s energy
is from renewable resources set up as grid
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connected and stand–alone power systems,
placing the country in third position after Iceland (100%) and Norway (98%), among the
global economies powered by green energy.
This is according to Gulf, Gas and Power
UK (January, 2020). Energy plays a critical

Can Kenya’s SMEs industrialise on renewable energy? The uncertainty is not due to
Kenya’s capacity to generate and distribute
energy from renewable resources, but emanates from the cocktail of factor ingredients
that are fuelled by energy to yield industrialisation. Lowering production costs through
cheaper energy is just one element of the
production chain. The key to successfully

industrialising SMEs lies in working backwards; First identify the target market, secondly determine the quality requirements of
the target market and thirdly set up or redesign efficient production facilities.
This creates a strong argument that for
SMEs to benefit from the adoption of climate smart energy technologies, through
enhanced energy efficiency and reduced
production costs, they need to innovatively
reevaluate their business models.
Kenya’s SME sector can ride on the renewable energy wave towards industrialisation,
especially for the SMEs that are not automated, are semi–automated or are in need
of an equipment upgrade. This presents an
opportunity for them to adopt environmentally sound technologies to enhance their
energy efficiency while achieving an automation objective with relatively low transition
risk.
Such a move will also improve their competitive position and enable them to capitalize
on shifting global consumer and producer
preferences by placing a greater emphasis
on their carbon emission reduction processes when marketing and labelling their products.
To close the loop, SMEs may need appropriate financing to position themselves for
sustainable growth. Those that have captured sustainable demand for their products
and have good governance structures are
better placed to attract catalyst financing
from suitable partners.
They present ideal targets for impact investors with climate change mitigation mandates, who may in addition offer them business advisory services. Also, they create an
opportunity for local financiers seeking to
green their loan portfolios so as to reduce
potential exposure to climate related risks.
The writer is the Manager
Enterprise Development and Special
Projects at KCIC Consulting
christine.mwangi@kcicconsulting.com
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1. Exotic EPZ, a KCIC client, during an
exhibition
2. KCV CEO and Mace Foods CEO during a
financing agreement signing
3. A visit to Hydroponics Africa, a KCIC
alumni client, by KCIC CEO and partners
4. During an orientation ceremony for a new
cohort of incubatees at KCIC
5.Part of the vegetables sorting process
prior to drying at Mace Foods
6. During a finance signing ceremony between KCV and Ofgen Energy Solutions
7. Young innovators during an exhibition
event
8. Bio Afriq, one of KCIC clients, demonstrates how their innovation works
9. Kenya First Lady, H.E Margaret
Kenyatta passes through a KCIC client
exhibition booth
10. A modern farming technology by Ukulima
Tech
11. A group of innovators joining KCIC
incubation programme
12. Innovators during last year’s ClimateLaunchPad bootcamp. The competition is
currently reviewing this year’s applications
13. Last year’s national winners of the
ClimateLaunchPad competition
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Harnessing energy from
moving traffic

By Timothy Ndaa

plague of water shortages in the city. The
idea to try to harness the energy from moving traffic to pump water came was conceived.
Initially we looked into the use of piezoelectric technology, but this would not be a
sustainable way of harnessing the energy
at an industrial scale. We then looked into a
mechanical conversion of the weight of the
vehicles into usable energy.
We began working on the idea in 2017 and
were later joined by Samuel Kisuu. We
participated in the Water Sector Trust Fund
Kenya Water Week and as a team won first
place in innovations for water management.
This earned us a grant that would later help
us develop our first prototype. Later that
year, we formed Poseidon Pump Systems
company.
In 2020, our company was taken in for incubation by Kenya Climate Innovation Center
(KCIC) and working together with them, we
are looking forward to initiating the pilot of
the system.
The company also hopes that the technology will help Kenya with its vision 2030 goals

A demonstration of how the
Poseidom Pump works.

K

enya and other developing countries are
experiencing exponential growth in their
populations leading to an ever-growing
demand for domestic and industrial use as well
as increased waste water. The existing infrastructure is struggling to sustain this growth
leading to water shortages and poor handling of
waste water resulting in various sanitary issues.

Poseidon Pump Systems is now developing

sustainable and eco-friendly technologies
to tackle these issues while also keeping
the costs of implementing or upgrading the
infrastructure low.This technology being

developed by the company is targeted
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as well as Sustainable Development Goal
Six about clean water and sanitation for all.

“

Poseidon Pump Systems is
now developing sustainable
and eco-friendly technologies
to tackle these issues...
The company also seeks to create employment opportunities by manufacturing the
systems within the country. We are also
looking into developing smaller pump systems for domestic use in areas where water
pressure issues are dominant and reducing
the costs incurred by the common citizen
using smaller electricity powered pumps to
pump water.
The writer of this article is a co-founder at
Poseidon Pump Systems, a company that
develops and builds bespoke pumps for
water and waste water management that
operate on a low Carbon footprint as they
do not run on fossil fuels or electricity. They
harness energy from moving traffic on the
roads.

at water service providers, local governments and irrigation schemes with an
aim to lowering costs in an eco-friendly
and sustainable manner.
The journey behind the company began
in early 2016 when Michael Ondoro and
I, third year Civil Engineering students at
the Technical University of Mombasa at
the time, were walking home across Nyali
bridge during the evening rush hour.
We deliberated on how we could utilize
the traffic positively and the never-ending

An illustration of how the
pump as been made.
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Tackling energy poverty by
gender mainstreaming
By Vera Mikwa

T

he global goals on sustainable development identify universal access
to sustainable forms of energy as
one of the essentials to improving lives
and livelihoods for both men and women
across the world. The source of energy
in use is intricately linked to the social,
economic and environmental outcomes
as well as the poverty levels in a given
place.
Energy is key to the provision of the most
basic necessities of life such as heating,
cooking and lighting. The provision of energy also enhances the wellbeing of women
and men by enabling production of goods
and the provision of and access to services
including those related to, among others,
water, health, education and communications. Under Sustainable Development Goal
(SDG) seven, the United Nations underscores the importance of energy as “central
to nearly every major challenge and oppor-
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tunity the world faces today”
Lack of access to modern energy services
such as electricity and clean cooking facilities is still prevalent globally. While 13% of
the population lacks access to modern electricity, three billion people depend on wood,
coal, charcoal or animal waste to meet their
energy needs for cooking and heating.
The aforementioned scenario paints a grim
picture of energy poverty that comes with a
host of social, economic and environmental
challenges including poor health outcomes,
reduced access to food and water, deforestation, economic stagnation as well as
gender inequality.
Energy poverty takes a gender dimension
particularly when women and men are affected in different ways in their endeavor to
access energy. The general observation in
this case is that women tend to be severely
affected as compared to men. Women often
bear the responsibility for the household

chores that are connected to energy. To
cook with biomass, as is the norm in most
rural households particularly in the developing world, one has to take time to collect
the fuels- a task which mostly falls on the
shoulders of girls and women. The time
committed to this kind of activity reduces
their ability to partake in other initiatives that
would enhance their livelihoods such as
schooling and economic productivity.
Prolonged use of biomass- wood, dung,
charcoal and agricultural waste- as the
primary source of fuel alongside kerosene,
a fossil fuel, leads to chronic exposure to
indoor pollution which is a risk factor for
cancer, lung diseases and a host of other
respiratory conditions.
The Government of Kenya through the
Ministry of Energy’s Gender Policy launched
last year recognizes that access to modern energy solutions has a transformative
effect on the lives of women and girls. For

instance, improved cooking technologies
at the household level greatly reduces the
amount of time spent by women and girls
on collecting fuel, thereby giving them more
“opportunity to pursue education, training
and economic activities”. Modern cooking
solutions also reduces cooking time by 50
percent while increasing fuel efficiency by
30 percent.
It is instructive to note that access to modern energy alternatives by women are not,
in itself, sufficient to guarantee gender
equality. Far from it. It is just a necessity to
relieve women of drudgery and to provide
them more time to care for themselves and
engage in activities that are more productive
to them, thereby leading to empowerment,
improved health outcomes, boosting their
productivity and contribution to the economy, and on a larger scale, contributing to
greater gender equality.
The writer is an advocate for gender
inclusivity in development.
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The Kenya’s Case Study:
Geothermal power
production supremacy

By Arnold Muthanga

A

s Kenya stealthily courts the global

coronavirus pandemic into its living and
working practices , the country is gradually rolling back to its status as a third largest
economy in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).

The bubbling economy is a workmanship of a fast-growing population. Audaciously, Kenya prides itself with one of
the most developed energy sectors in
East Africa with an access rate of 75% in
2018, as of Multi-Tier Framework Energy
Access Survey Report.
Despite the glitter, a majority of Kenya’s
rural population is still dependent on
traditional sources of energy as fossil
fuels continue to play a significant role
in Kenya’s energy mix. Worse off are
the prevalent energy rationing and power cuts that underpin Kenyans need to
boost her power generation capacity
whilst cutting on Green House Gases
emission (GHG).
As a signatory to the Paris Agreement, Kenya has embarked on universal energy access by 2022 that is low carbon to enhance
climate resiliency. Among key influencers of
the Kenyan goal are climate-based incubation and acceleration centers such as KCIC
Group that encompasses the support of
small and medium enterprises in renewable
energy production.
Luckily, part of Kenya sits on the ring of
fire - the 2,000KM Rift Valley stretch in East
Africa. The rift valley has notable volcanic activity. In concept, molten rock - lava
moves closer to the earth surface causing
volcanoes and creating a geothermal field
by heating underground water into steam.

Kengen’s Geothermal
Processing plant in Rift Valley
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at the top in Africa and ninth globally in geothermal power production. Considering that
Kenya’s geothermal potential is projected
at 10,000 MW however, the current levels
of exploitation are miniature creating enormous opportunities for further geothermal
energy exploration. Kenya has rich wells
of geothermal energy that can not only be
used to supplement the national grid but
also supply clean energy to neighbouring
countries if utilised to the optimum levels.
In spite of geothermal investment costs
being ten times higher than the conventional
power plants per megawatt (MW), it has alltime availability unlike wind and hydroelectricity. Additionally, geothermal power has
high base loads with an appreciable sense
of geopolitical independence that renders it
economically feasible.
In comparison to competing renewable
sources of energy, geothermal production
has a minimal ecological footprint through
the emission of Carbon Dioxide and Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S). Modern geothermal power plants are investing in H2S
capture and noise reduction technologies.
Interestingly, carbon dioxide is finding an
eco-friendly use in green houses to boost
crop quality and productivity.
To continue with Kenya’s geothermal supremacy, the country needs to further exploit financial opportunities presented by the
Global Climate Finance (GCF). A success
factor pegged on strong institutions, working
legislations that are accompanied by robust
monitoring, measuring and verifications.

This, geologists contend, is as Africa, a
tectonic plate, drifts into two land masses.
Nonetheless, the natural phenomenon is a
gold mine for Kenya’s energy production,
accounting for 690 MW (29%) of the installed 2.351MW in 2019.

The latter need the complement of technical
investment and capacity building through
research. Most important is for Kenya to
diversify the use of geothermal energy into
domestic hot water systems and creating
recreational hot pools. Kenya’s geothermal
exploration is a success case study of the
ambitious dream of affordable, adequate,
reliable and clean energy.

An incredible exploitation that ranks Kenya

arnoldmawira93@gmail.com
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Talking point

What measures can Africa take to achieve
renewable energy sustainability?

To secure a clean energy future for Africa, there is an
urgent need to provide opportunities for sharing
knowledge and best practices in the sustainable production and distribution of electricity. We must also build a
holistic know-how by enhancing the technical, regulatory
and business skills of Africans in the electricity sector.
Prof. Izael Da Silva - Certified Energy Manager and
Deputy Vice Chancellor (Research and Innovation),
Strathmore University.

Africa needs to implement responsive policies supporting
aggressive government targets for green energy access.
Regional cooperation and planning designed to offer offgrid energy for low income households to stimulate
economic growth at the grassroots is also paramount. Financiers need to offer affordable financing to back innovations to ensure affordable products are available to many.
Makena Mworia - Director, Client Services,
Kenya Climate Innovation Center

Basically, we can achieve clean energy sustainability
adding value to waste and having a system of recycling to
energy. Governments need to help citizens to understand
waste as a source of renewable energy. For instance at
Adarsh Polymers, we recycle plastic waste into clean fuel
that is currently being used in industries.
Patrick Watene - Cofounder and Director,
Adarsh Polymers
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Energy transition talks in Africa have centred on policy,
technical and economic aspects. Despite this, the role of
politics in shaping transition to a renewable Africa cannot
be undermined. Energy policy change is crucial to energy
sustainability in Africa; Enacting these policies requires
considerable political support. African leadership is one of
the key factors which will either constrain or amplify the
continent’s renewable energy transition journey.
Zachary Mikwa - Manager, Sustainability Advisory,
KCIC Consulting

Energy poverty in Africa needs a broader approach that
responds to the accessibility and affordability of renewable
energy. The current clean energy solutions have been
expensive and little has also been done in regard to renewable energy for productive use. Africa needs to see energy
as a means to poverty alleviation. It needs to use renewable energy not only for domestic but also industrial use.
Sarah Njeru - Senior Associate,
Intellecap Advisory Services

Africa needs to focus on long term availability proposed
renewable solutions. Factors inhibiting the accessibility
of clean energy like finance structures, lack of sensitization and awareness and harsh enabling environment,
can be mitigated through different actors working together to create enabling policies, public awareness on
renewable energy, improved financing and enhanced
infrastructure.
Jackline Achieng Onura - Senior Business Analyst,
Lean Energy Solutions Ltd
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Kenya Climate Innovation Center (KCIC) in partnership with Gatsby Africa’s Kenya Commercial Forestry Programme (KCFP), is inviting applications from startups and Small and
Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) in the commercial forestry value chain into a one-year
incubation programme.
This programme seeks to stimulate the growth and innovative capacity of enterprises in
order to catalyse competitive, inclusive and resilient growth across the forest product value
chain. Those selected will be provided with services such as technical assistance, access
to finance and market linkages in order to support the commercialisation of innovative
products and services.

To apply:

Click https://buff.ly/3dsti43
or visit www.gatsbyjs.org
or www.kenyacic.org.
Application deadline on July 17th 2020.

A publication of Kenya Climate Innovation Center
Strathmore University Business School, 3rd Floor,
Ole Sangale Rd, Madaraka.
P.O Box 49162 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya.
+254703034701/03
communication@kenyacic.org
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